
Beam B6- 152x152x23kg/m span
universal column bearing 250mm

each end

Beam B5 - 
2 No. 100x140mm deep p.s 

concrete lintels bedded in mortar
supported by existing wall and Beam
B6

300mm thick wall comprising of a 200 and 100mm thick durox supabloc
laid abutting one another with cavity ties at 900mm horizontal and 450mm
vertical centres. Render externally and then apply a slurry of Vandex BB75 

tanking compound. Dot and dab internally with Celotex PL4065 

Tie new wall to existing with 
furfix profiles or similar with

vertical d.p.c sandwiched
behindBreak out opening and fit 3 No. 

100x140mm deep p.s concrete
lintels above opening with 200mm

bearing each end

178x102x19kg/m universal
beam set into top of wall
above window below with 
200mm bearing each end

on 450x200x20mm m.s 
plates bedded in mortar

Soil pipe above extending 
up to new second floor

Escape windows fitted in bedrooms
opening area min. 0.33 square metres
with no dimension less than 450mm

sill level between 800x1100mm above
floor level

Balcony accessible by ladder

for means of escape in case of fire
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PROPOSED FIRST/SECOND FLOOR FLAT

50x100mm studwork walls between 
bedrooms and bedroom and kitchen/diner
and to bathroom lined on both sides with 
15mm gypsum wallboard ten or similar 

and infilled with 100mm Rockwool RWA45

Fix 25x50mm battens at 400mm
centres to wall with 100mm celotex 

insulation fixed to battens with taped 
joints and lined with 12.5mm 
plasterboard to all external walls

Sound proofing to wall shown hatched.
Remove lath and plaster from one side of wall

infill void with 60kg/cubic metre mineral wool
quilt. Fix resilient bars horizontally to studwork
Line with two layers of gyproc wall board ten. 
similar with staggered joints. Apply acoustic 

sealant at edges.  Finish with plaster skim
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Bedroom
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Bathroom

PROPOSED FIRST FLOOR 

PROPOSED FIRST/SECOND FLOOR FLAT

Up

Bedroom

Bedroom

Shower
Room

50x100mm studwork wall between 
bedrooms and bedroom and shower

room  lined on both sides with 15mm 
gypsum wallboard ten or similar and 
infilled with 100mm Rockwool RWA45

                             STRUCTURAL LAYOUT                             PROPOSED SECOND FLOOR

50 x 100mm stud wall

infilled with 100mm celotex
insulation lined internally
with a further 50mm celotex
with taped joints and 12.5mm

plasterboard

Beam B4 bearing on 300x200x15mm

m.s plate bedded in mortar

Beam B4 above 
178x102x19kg/m
universal beam

Beam B4 bearing on 300x200x15mm
m.s plate bedded in mortar

Beam B3 above 

Beam B2 above 

178x102x19kg/m universal
beam set into top of wall
above window below with 
200mm bearing each end

on 450x200x20mm m.s 
plates bedded in mortar

100 x 150mm C24 timber post 
supporting ridge beam securely

fixed to new gable supported on 
600mmlength  100x200mm C24 
beam bedded in mortar

100 x 220mm C24

trimmer

50 x 220mm C24 joists at
400mm centres with solid
strutting at 1/3 and 2/3 

span

Beam bearing on 

500x150x25mm 
m.s plate bedded
in mortar

Confirm on site that there is

no flue at this position

Beam bolted to Beam B4
below with 4 No. M12 bolts

100 x 150mm C24 timber
post supporting ridge beam 
secured to Beam B1

50 x 200mm C24 joists at
400mm centres with solid
strutting at mid span

25x50mm battens secured to
party wall, fix 100mm celotex

insulation to battens with 
taped joints and lined with
plasterboardwith a plaster 

skim

50 x 100mm stud wall

lined on both sides with
12.5mm plasterboard
finished with plaster
skim 

Beam B2 - 254x146x43kg/m span
universal Beam spliced at 1/3 and 2/3 span

bearing on 500x150x25mm m.s plates bedded
in mortar

Beam B1 - 203x203x46kg/m span
universal column bearing on 

500 x 100 x 25mm m.s plate bedded in
mortar each end and spliced at 1/3 
and 2/3 span

Beam B3 - 254x146x37kg/m span
universal Beam spliced at 1/3 and 2/3 span

Dormer cheek built

off party wall


